
Teaching To The Test

Actually, I had noticed.  In modern days there really were, always, especially in the 
never-endingly tested Language Arts department, so many unfamiliar and barely trained teachers.  
I had taken notice of, and more than occasionally been frustrated by, the escalating number of 
brand-new untried, and so often defensively voiceless, educators.  Teachers who, even after 
months of attending meetings and “working together?”

I hardly knew.  
And most days?  
Never saw.
Teachers starting out with only minimal to nonexistent experience – most often privileged 

youngsters who had had, previous to being hired, little to no interaction with seriously poor or 
culturally-different citizens.  As projected symbols of the so many emphatically employed Save-
Low-Income-Schools good teachers now being thrust aggressively into chaotically reformed 
systems, these unsuspecting recruits?  Were no longer mentored in, nor even exposed to, the 
individually empowering tactic of a non-orchestrated, opinion-generating, department-led 
interaction.

Short-term educators so naïvely new, in fact – so meticulously trained in how to be 
reform loyal and hierarchy controlled – that they really didn’t know (and now so methodically 
disconnected from any old-school traditions which had not only tolerated, but encouraged, a 
voice-protective collaboration, that they would never find out): Not only should they have a 
voice, but that a genuinely egalitarian all-student-inclusive system of public education?

Profoundly depended upon the fact that they would.  
As a parent who grappled with poverty? 
Oh, you knew.
As a parent doing your best to survive inside a visibly struggling neighborhood?
Oh, you had figured things out years ago.  
As a mobility limited and economically frustrated parent dependent upon sending your 

kids to a fully-inclusive, local-access, long-term-stable neighborhood school – oh, you knew that 
it wasn’t easy dealing with the debilitating issues of poverty.  

Harder still?  
Doing it by yourself.  Going it alone.  
Economic instability added to a cultural disconnect and a lack in English language skills 

had, in fact, repeatedly rendered you, your children and your communities almost entirely 
without power.  Communities which, historically, had been easiest to ignore; easiest to neglect; 
easiest to abuse and oppress; easiest to, in the name of a “benevolent” economic logic, disrupt 
and exploit.   

Therefore, as a low-income parent you counted upon, you needed and depended upon, 
long-term educators who saw your anxiety, heard your worries, and, so very importantly?  Were 
not afraid to speak up.  You relied upon the kind of teacher who could help – not by being 
passively quiet; not by submissively accepting invasive commands – but by reacting.  By 
assertively standing up and publicly resisting school and/or student exploitations.  You counted 
upon the kind of loyally committed and highly experienced educator who, willing to bond 
together with other employees, would intentionally speak out in the effort to protect your 
children’s right to a locally-accessible, guardedly-uninterrupted, full-services, meet-children-
where-they-are education.



Dependent upon help, you put your trust in your children’s teachers: accomplished 
professionals, or so you believed, who would never allow the impersonal structures of NCLB/
R2T – those modern-day smoke-screen-protected structures where an alarming number of 
invasively reformed schools suffering from a lack in educator experience, committed leadership, 
and long-term planning failed miserably – to use your children’s building as simply yet another 
rubber-stamped accountability experiment. 

Ah, but.  
Oh well, now; everyone all together?  
Let’s all slow down; let’s all be – well, just a touch more realistic. 
As an economically unstable, culturally different and politically disenfranchised parent?  

You, and what you needed?   
Really didn’t count.  
In fact, your economically limited and often culturally complicated children were not 

ever (yes, this was pretty ironic, since your kids were the students for whom all of this money 
had originally been set aside) going to matter.  Because, well see?  Your kids were the children 
who – now how could we put this as directly as possible so that you, and others like you, really 
understood it?  Maybe if you just grasped this as fact, you would stop bothering everyone with 
your unrealistic expectations for a democratically-protective, all-student-inclusive treatment. 

See, it was your kids? 
Who really fucked up those test scores.  
And, these days?  
Now c’mon.  You knew this.  
Heck, thanks to the staggeringly financed efforts of a burgeoning club of top-down, 

business-trained educational “experts” (so many of whom who had never actually set foot inside 
a low-income, culturally-different classroom, yet still, somehow?  Held a magical understanding 
of exactly what it was that low-scoring students and the communities which surrounded them 
needed); well, thanks to ongoing efforts by deeply concerned thinkers like these?*  

Shoot, all of America now knew.  
Nothing mattered more than test scores.
Everyone understood; everyone had been made fully aware.
Good schools, and thus by default good teachers – especially that brand-new model of a 

top-down-managed, easily-intimidated, minimally-trained, short-term greenhorn; that growing 
supply of shockingly inexperienced initiates most willing to stick to the national agenda of 
aggressively invading before negatively labeling, separating and segregating (and thereby long-
term fixing public schools):  

Cared about tests.  
Not about you.  
Or your...kids.

*How disconcerting to watch as, after years of forcing so many test-score separations onto their districts that they 
now oversee schools where the achievement gap between White and non-White students has not only persisted but 
widened – long-term accountability reformers can still look directly into the camera and say, with a wide-eyed 
wonder, that they have no idea how this might be happening.


